I AM HERE
Chris Sisarich
8 April - 26 April 2015
New Zealand Photographer and Director Chris Sisarich in collaboration with composer Peter
Hobbs, showcase a multi-media and multi-sensory experience, to be exhibited from 8th April
until 26th April 2015 at Black Eye Gallery.

Artist Statement
I AM HERE focuses on existence, the ideas of having an objective reality or being. Sisarich
and Hobbs play with the immediate experience and relationship between sound and imagery,
in both still and motion mediums. Photography, video and sound installation combine, to
make this
20-piece exhibition. The show will see specifically composed sound pieces by Hobbs,
accompanying the photographic and motion works by Sisarich. Any photographic pieces
wishing to be purchased will come with its accompanying compositions, selling in its entirety
as intended.
“Every moment of our lives, conscious or not, our senses are experiencing some sort of
stimulation. Stimulation is a reminder that I exist, that I am here.
Each one of my images expresses a time and place both historically and physically. They
were moments that will never be repeated, and that particular moment can never again be
experienced.
But the point is...new moments can be.” - Chris Sisarich
“I have always loved the merger of visuals and sound. They have a sometimes
sublime, sometime tempestuous relationship, it’s a dynamic relationship I personally
find highly stimulating and the result of the marriage always seems more than the
sum of its parts. I hope you find it so with this exhibition.” - Peter Hobbs
Medium
Large

Edition of 10*
Edition of 3

594 x 841 mm
841 x 1189 mm

(Framed)
$1,250
(Unframed) $2,850
(Framed)
$3,850

*ONE only of each medium sized image 5 & 12, from the edition run of 10, can also be purchased framed with
music composed especially for the image (includes headphones and player) for $1750

blackeyegallery.com.au

1. Sandstorm, White Desert. Egypt

2. Abu Dhabi Apartments. Abu Dhabi UAE

3. Escalator. Rotorua New Zealand

4. Stairway to Nowhere. Lebanon

5. Slide. Rotorua New Zealand (sound)

6. Sea Minor. Interactive Ocean. (Interactive)

7. Monologue No. 1 (Video and Sound)

8. Archway Black Sea. Sochi Russia

9. Sea Foam. Kaikoura New Zealand

10. Rubbish Tip. Bangkok Thailand

11. Plastic Bag. Deir Zenoun Lebanon

12. Rock. Salt Lakes New Zeland (Sound)

13. Frozen Puddle. Incheon. South Korea

14. Triangles. Abu Dhabi UAE

15. Water Tower. Baharia Rd. Egypt

16. Russian Palm. Sochi Russia

17. Tree. Mali

18. Brick Maker. Mali

